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Chairman Message
“Education for all purposes must bring about the enrichment of mind, the
refinement of spirits and the sublimation of emotions. St. Soldier Institutes are
giving complete meaning to it.”
To keep pace with the competitiveness which has emerged in today’s high-tech
industrial scenario, there is a dire need to acquire not only the knowledge of
technology but also the modern professional skills to get absorbed with the demanding
environment to augment the managerial and technical talent of the youth. The vision
of the Institute is to emerge a center of Excellence in all facets of education routed in
Indian ethos and society values.
The Institute aims at enabling the youth to tap their potential and nurture it through
required academic atmosphere, serene surrounding and state-of-artinfrastructure so
that they can have the satisfaction of achieving best of their capabilities. The focus of
all our institutions is to prepare the next generation of global professionals &
technocrats to accept the challenges of today and tomorrow in Indian and global
settings. The day isn’t far off when the institute will have students from not only from
all corners of India but from abroad too.
St. Soldier Group of Institutions is synonymous with “Excellence” in the field of
educations and believes in Total Education which strives to create professionals who
are not only creative and innovative in thinking, but also are trained to compete
internationally and are competent and skill enough in using knowledge and
information to make positive contribution in the global arena. St. Soldier Institute of
Pharmacy(SSIOP) under the able guidance, skilled management and leadership of St.
Soldier Educational Society with dedicated faculty, most modern infrastructural
facilities,laboratories, playgrounds and other facilities including internet connectivity
for communication, is all set to create progressive and forward looking human
resources to meet the emerging national and international scenario. Thus there is a
great potential for employment in these sectors not only in India but also around the
world. Added to that are requirements of good governess, terror and corruption free
environment because this will only ensure positive attitude of growth and maintains
human tempo and nation’s progress in the right direction.
Mr. Anil Chopra
Chairman
ST. Soldier Educational Society
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Vice-Chairperson’s Message
“GENERATION OF KNOWLEDGE & INNOVATION ECONOMY, NEW
MANTRA FOR GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT.”
In an ambiance of moral decline, only a righteous institution can play an eloquent
role in guiding the future of knowledge seekers, investing the learners with wisdom
and vision. St. Soldier Group of Institutions embrace faculty of Pharmacy &
Polytechnic. It has been established to perform this function earnestly and
faithfully. Indoctrination bestows on its recipient multi-fold advantages. It helps in
developing physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual faculties.
This Shrine of education with its unique and spacious campus provides a milieu of
peace and place for academic pursuits. It is galaxy of true teachers whose aim is to
inculcate in the students a genuine passion for enlightenment and creating in them
the spirit of discipline, reverence, questioning and service.
We take upon over selves the responsibility of transforming the dreams and
aspirations of our very dear students into reality and we assure them that we will
try our level best to make their stay at this College very Congenial and pleasant.
Mrs. Sangeeta Chopra
Chairperson
St. Soldier Educational Society
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Pro-Chairman’s Message
Dear Students
It is heartening to say that our college St. Soldier Institute of Pharmacy, Jalandhar
provides platform for the tender minds to explore their inherent talents and reach
greater heights of excellence. I heartily congratulate the Principal, the staff for their
continuing efforts in striving hard for excellence.
With Best Wishes
Mr. Prince Chopra
Pro-Chairman
St. Soldier Educational Society
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MD MESSAGE
Welcome to St. Soldier group of Institutions. We offer the best of educational
services and atmosphere coupled with the intellectual and technological resources
of a world-class infrastructure. The Institutes are uniquely positioned to educate
the leaders of tomorrow. Our goal is to position our technical/non-technical
students to be problem solvers, project leaders, communicators, and ethical citizens
of global community.
Grounded in our commitment to education, innovation and interdisciplinary
research, we offer our students a rich educational experience, an experience that
marries intellectual rigor and cross-disciplinary breadth in an intimate, studentcentered environment. Through innovative curricula, a teamwork approach, and
leadership-building experiences, St. Soldier students gain vital communication and
critical-thinking skills. They also benefit from the diverse cultural and intellectual
climate of St. Soldier campus. Our students also avail themselves of a huge array
of curricular and extracurricular activities.
We invite you to become better acquainted with the St. Soldier group of
Institutions, where you will discover not only engineering excellence, but also a
campus alive with round-the-clock cultural, artistic and intellectual activity.
Mr. ManharArora
Managing Director
St. Soldier Educational Society
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
ST. SOLDIER EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY (REGD.)
The St. Soldier Group of Institutions is offering education in the fields of Engineering,
Management, Pharmacy, Hotel Management, Information and Communication Technology
(ICT), Polytechnic, Teacher Education, Physiotherapy, Law, Nursing, Bio-Technology, ITI,
Fashion Technology, Media and Entertainment, Arts, Commerce, Science and Public Schools.
More than 40000+ students from across India are acquiring education in 50 Institutions spread
over in 250 acres of lush green land at various locations of Punjab, Chandigarh, Haryana and
New Delhi. St. Soldier Group of Institutions has been a preferred choice for the students and
their parents for superior education since 1958. In the span of more than golden 50 years, the St.
Soldier Group of Institutions achieved many milestones in the field of education and have
become most trusted and respectable organization for its ethical and valuable relations with the
all the stakeholders of our civilized society.We have been known for our Young, Vibrant and
Responsible culture.
Vision
The Vision of St. Soldier Educational Society is: “To develop all its institutions as Centers of
Excellence in their respective field of education, and to turn its dream into reality by getting its
campus developed and approved as a Deemed university in near future”, so as to spread its
mission of imparting value based quality education in emerging disciplines throughout India &
Abroad.
Mission
The Mission of St. Soldier Educational Society is: “To impart Value based Quality Education in
emerging disciplines with the aim of producing world class professionals with broad based
foundation, in depth knowledge and versatile personality to meet the challenge of Global
Economy, sustaining their ethical and moral values.”
Quality Policy
•
•

•
•

To help students to discover and achieve their fullest potential and emerge as responsible
and productive citizens.
To provide value based pharmaceutical education to meet industry, hospital and
community needs through continuous improvement of infrastructure and facility for
learning, practice and research.
Implementing quality management systems which demonstrate that everybody in the
college has a commitment to the quality of our service.
Ensuring that each member of the management and college staffs are responsible for the
quality of their own works.
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A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
ST. SOLDIER INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY
(Approved by All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi and Pharmacy
Council of India (PCI), New Delhi& is affiliated to Punjab State Board of Technical Education &
Industrial Training, Chandigarh and IKG Punjab Technical University)

St. Soldier Institute of Pharmacy was established in the year 2008. The Institute forms a part of a
large St. Soldier Education complex, spreading over vast area of 47 acres of land and housing 7
other reputed Institutes. The Institute is situated on an easily accessible G.T. Road Amritsar Bye
Pass, behind NIT (REC) at Jalandhar. The Institute provides a congenial learning atmosphere in
a noiseless and pollution free environment. The Institute is approved by AICTE New Delhi and
Punjab Govt. and is affiliated to Punjab State Board of Technical Education & Industrial
Training, Chandigarh and IKG Punjab Technical University. The Institute boasts of a
magnificent multi-storeyed building with state of the art infra-structure. The building has been
erected exactly as per the latest norms and regulations of AICTE, New Delhi.
The basic purpose of establishing this institute is to expose students to different types of
pharmacy practice in community and to provide technical education to the student of this area.
Thus, St. Soldier Educational society has brought Pharmacy Education to the door steps of
students. Now, it is for you to step forward to avail this opportunity to bring home value based
quality Pharmacy education, which is the need of the hour to make India, a highly advanced and
developed nation.
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PHARMACY
Medicines worth crores are manufactured in our country, of which many are
exported and the rest are consumed in increasingly large quantities by people from
all walks of life. Though Ayurveda and homeopathy have a niche of their own, the
bulk of the consumption of medicine is of allopathic drugs. These medicines have
to be manufactured under very stringent quality control and even their dispensation
has to be done under the supervision of qualified person, since medicine can save
and destroy lives.
Also, Pharmaceuticals are one area in which our country has done a great deal of
indigenous research and many government and private companies are involved in
development of newer and better medicines for various ailments.
All these activities require Pharmacists, persons who have studied the origin and
chemistry of drugs, their preparation and their dosages and the methodology of
their dispensation and use. The demand for Pharmacists is steadily growing as
medical science takes strides forward and more and more people are becoming
health conscious and willing to spend money to buy medicines for keeping up their
health. The pharmacist plays an important role since on his expertise depends lives
of patients and recovery.
Persons with B. Pharmacy and above work in pharmaceutical companies in
production, product marketing, quality control, research etc. They are also
employed by large hospitals and research houses. There is a demand for
Pharmacists in western countries also; many Indians have done well in this field.
Diploma holders are employed in the above said organizations at lower level and
they also find vast avenues of employment in pharmacies and medical shops for
which it is compulsory by law to employ pharmacist.
The work
In Pharmacy, one perfects the art of drug preparation and dispensation. It is all
about the development and preparation of drugs from natural and synthetic source.
Pharmacists act as consultants to health practitioners and to general public
concerning adverse drug reactions, side effects and interactions. Pharmacists also
specialize in particular remedies for diseases like diabetes, asthma, high blood
pressure etc.
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PHARMACY
Research
Pharmacist can find work with government sponsored and private research
laboratories. They study drug compounds and properties to derive enhanced
formulae to the existing drugs. For those enamored by the sights and smells of
chemicals and chemical compound research is an apt medium.
The Central Drug Research Institute at Lucknow, National Chemical Lab in Pune
and Indian Institute of Chemical Technology, Hyderabad are some of the
government research institutes in the country.
Pharmaceutical companies
The Pharmaceutical industry is a lucrative one, manufacturing and producing both
bulk drugs and disease specific drugs. Pharmacists with a management degree can
also work as supervisors, plant managers, quality controllers and production
managers in the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. Pharmacists can branch out
into administrative responsibilities (Manager, Assistant Managers, Branch
Managers, regional Managers and graduate can be the Vice-President and
Chairman). Marketing and distribution are important and integral functions where
pharmacists play a vital role. Beginning as medical representative, the can man
positions of authority and head the marketing and distribution segments. With
global players now entering the Indian market the options available are varied and
challenging.
Academia
Pharmacists with higher qualifications can specialize in teaching the subject in
educational Institutions. Enhanced remuneration and job satisfaction makes one’s
profession interesting.
Retail Outlets
Retail or community pharmacists own retail outlets where medicines are stocked
and supplied to other independent pharmacies, clinics and dispensaries. They also
counsel patients and offer over the counter advice on the contra indication of the
medicines if any. Retail outlets also sell medical equipment and operate as chemist
as well.
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PHARMACY
Others
Pharmacist can work in hospital and clinics as well. They are responsible for the
procurement, stocking and dispensations of medicines. They can also seek
employment in the Food and Drug administration departments of the state
governments. They can work as drug and narcotics Inspectors. Entry is through the
UPSC and state service examinations. Pharmacist can also work in banks as
probationary officers.
Aptitude
A Pharmacist needs to be good in chemistry, have a scientific net of mind, should
have an eye for detail and accuracy and his concentration powers should be good
and sustained. Pharmacists may also need to have communication skills when
dealing with the patients, a certain amount of compassion, patience and the ability
to speak local languages.
The Future:
Qualified graduate pharmacists can find employment in teaching, training,
research, quality control, production and dispensation. Many of them with a flair
for human interactions also get into the marketing, advertising or product
development field. Promotions are reasonably smooth, particularly in large
organizations and hospitals. In the past few years pharmaceuticals companies in
India have been doing exceedingly well and efficient technical employees easily
rise up the hierarchy. Those who go on to do M.Pharmacy and Ph. D reach higher
positions earlier. Enterprising pharmacists have also set up their own
manufacturing or consultancy units and they find it very rewarding to work in the
field of medicine along with the doctors and paramedical staff.
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COURSES
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

COURSE
D. Pharmacy
B. Pharmacy
B. Pharmacy (LEET)
M. Pharmacy (Pharmacology)
M. Pharmacy (Pharmaceutics)

NO. OF
SEATS
60
60
12
18
18

DURATION
2 years
4 years
3 years
2 years
2 years

Features of the college:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Qualified and experienced Teachers.
Well-equipped laboratories.
Good library facility.
Computer facility.
Excellent Academic programs.
Strict discipline in campus.
Healthy Teacher-student interaction.
Individual attention to students.
Excellent extra-curricular activities.
Excellent Hostel facilities.
Internet facilities.
Assistance in Campus selection.
Coaching for competitive exams.
Coaching for development of English Language.
Coaching for Personality development.

We provide quality Pharmacy education to building
Pharmacists with Love & Care.
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ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSION
M.Pharmacy
All those candidates who have passed regular B. Pharmacy with an aggregate score of atleast
55% (50% for the reserved category candidates) and with valid GPAT Score shall be eligible to
apply for Master's program in Pharmacy (M. Pharmacy) course. In case candidates with valid
GPAT Score are not available, the seats shall be filled on the basis of inter-se-merit.

B.Pharmacy
All those candidates who have passed the 10+2 examination from a board recognized or
established by Central/State Government through legislation with Physics, Chemistry and
Mathematics/ Biotechnology/ Biology shall eligible to apply. Further as per AICTE Guidelines
the candidate should have obtained at least 45% marks (40% in case of candidate belonging to
reserve category) in the above subjects taken together.
OR
All those candidates who have passed Diploma Pharmacy from an institute affiliated to Punjab
State Board of Technical Education & Industrial Training / Punjabi University, Patiala or any
other University or any State Board of Technical Education provided that the diploma or the
institute duly approved by the PCI / AICTE.

B-Pharmacy(LEET)
All those candidates who have passed Diploma Pharmacy from an institution affiliated to Punjab
State Board of Technical Education & Industrial Training / Punjabi University, Patiala or any
other University or any State Board of Technical shall be eligible to apply. Further the Diploma
in Pharmacy and the institute where the candidate has studied must be duly approved by the
Pharmacy Council of India / AICTE. Also the Candidate should have obtained atleast 45%
marks (40% in case of candidates belonging to SC/ST category) in the above mentioned
qualifying Examination.Students directly admitted to the Pharmacy 2nd year have to pass those
subjects or Pharmacy 1st year which have not been covered under D. Pharmacy

D.Pharmacy
10+2 examination with Physics and chemistry as compulsory subjects, along with one of the
subject (Mathematics, Bio-technology, biology) with atleast 45% marks in above specified
subjects (40% for SC/ST) from a recognized board.
OR
Any other qualification from an institution approved by the Pharmacy council of India under
section 12 of The Pharmacy Act.
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ADMISSION PROCEDURE
The Application Form and prospectus can be obtained from the college office on
payment of cash Rs. 500/- . Duly filled application forms should be submitted to
the college office within the stipulated period.
The following ORIGINAL documents are necessary during the time of admission.
1.

10thor 10+2 or D. Pharm or B. Pharm mark sheet (As applicable)

2.

Adhaar card (Xerox)

3.

Migration certificate from the Board/University

4.

Character and conduct certificate

5.

Certificate of Date of Birth

6.

Four copies of passport size photograph

7. College annual fee: A crossed D.D. drawn in favor of"St. Soldier
Institute of Pharmacy" Payable at Jalandhar from any Nationalized Bank.
For admission, the candidate himself/herself or accompanied by his/her
parent/guardian should meet theAccounts officer directly in the college office with
the above said documents.
Selected candidates can confirm their seats by depositing the prescribed college fee
and original documents in the office.
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FEE STRUCTURE
M.Pharmacy
COURSE

DURATION

UNIVERSITY

M.Pharmacy

2 years

IKG PTU

Full Course
Fee
Rs.252,000.00

1st SEM

2nd SEM

Rs. 126,000.00

3rd SEM

4th SEM

Rs. 126,000.00

B.Pharmacy

COURSE

DURATION

UNIVERSITY

Full Course
Fee

B.Pharmacy

4 years
3 years

IKG PTU
IKG PTU

Rs. 317,200.00
Rs. 230,250.00

B.Pharmacy(leet)

1st SEM

2nd SEM

Rs.48,850.00

Rs.38,100.00

3rd/5th/ 7th
SEM

4th/6th/ 8th
SEM

Rs.38,650.00
Rs.38,650.00

Rs.38,100.00
Rs.38,100.00

D. Pharmacy
COURSE

DURATION

UNIVERSITY

Full Course
Fee

1st SEM

2nd SEM

3rd SEM

4th SEM

D.Pharmacy

2 years

PSBTE & IT

Rs.57,300.00

Rs.18,150.00

Rs.11,000.00

Rs.17,150.00

Rs.11,000.00
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
All Students must abide by the College Rules, Regulations, Policies and Guidelines as may
be announced by the College Administration from time to time.

GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS
•

•
•

Consumption of alcohol or any other intoxicant and smoking etc. is strictly prohibited in
the institute as well as hostel. The guilty students shall be liable for punishment and
disciplinary action which may include expulsion/suspension from the institution or hostel
or imposition of fine or all of these punishments.
Students and their parents/representatives are forbidden from addressing directly to the
Trustees or the members of the State Board of Technical Education or the university.
Ragging of any form is strictly banned. Ragging is criminal offence as per the ruling of
Hon’ble Supreme Court of India and FIR shall be registered against the students
indulging in this crime.

RULES FOR IDENTITY CARD
•
•
•

Every student will be issued an ID card after the admission process is over.
Every student must be in possession of Identity card with him/her. Failure to produce the
identity card on demand by the competent authority will lead to disciplinary action.
Loss of identity card must be reported to the Principal immediately and a new card will
be obtained within a week, with cost.

DRESS CODE
•

In order to inculcate a sense of simplicity, uniformity and equality in the minds of the
students, they are required to wear uniform on the following days/occasions :
i.
On all days of week except Saturdays.
ii.
On formal functions of the institute.
iii. On Industry-Institute interactions/ Educational tours etc.

The prescribed uniform is as follows:
Boys (Summer ) White open collar and half/tucked up sleeves shirt, Dark grey trousers,
Institute’s neck Tie bearing Institute’s logo and Black Leather Shoes along with white socks.
(Winter) White shirt, Dark grey trousers, Institute’s neck tie bearing Institute’s logo , Navy Blue
Blazer and Black Leather Shoes.
*Grey Turban (For Sikh Boy Students): To be worn on all days.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Girls (Summer)White shirt, Dark grey Salwaar/trousers, Light grey dupatta, Institute’s neck Tie
bearing Institute’s logo and Black Leather Shoes along with white socks.
(Winter)White shirt, Dark grey Salwaar/trousers, Light grey dupatta, Institute’s neck Tie bearing
Institute’s logo, Navy Blue Blazer and Black Leather Shoes.
*High heels not allowed. Non-Sikh students will have proper hair-cuts.
Workshop / Lab. Uniform:While in the Institute’s workshop, every student must wear Dark
Grey Dangri / White coat, both from the point of view of safety and efficiency.

RULES FOR ATTENDANCE
•
•
•
•

A student must be regular and punctual in attendance.
If a student remains absent from the Institute without leave, continuously for 10 days,
his/her name will be struck off the Institute rolls.
The student may be readmitted on the payment of readmission fee and penalty, if any.
She/She will not be allowed to attend the classes till he/she is readmitted.
A student must fulfill the requirement of attendance as laid down by the State Board i.e.
minimum 75% of attendance failing, which, he/she will be detained from appearing in
University or State Board examinations.

RULES FOR LEAVE
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

All kinds of leave should be applied for on prescribed application form.
In exceptional circumstances, the application may be submitted within three days after
the expiry of leave.
Leave application should be recommended by the respective class incharge / H.O.D.
The medical officer must recommend leave application on medical grounds,
Father/Guardian of the student must countersign such application before it is sent to the
institute. Medical officer will clearly specify the disease and the period of the rest
recommended. Medical certificate along with the fitness certificate from a competent
authority must be submitted within three days from joining the institute.
The Principal will sanction medical leave.
Absence or leave from exam, for whatever reasons will mean nil result in the Sessional
Test.
Students absenting themselves without leave shall be liable to disciplinary action.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
RULES FOR EXAMINATION
•
•
•

There shall be three Sessional tests in each semester.
It is compulsory for the students to appear in all sessional tests
A student found guilty of using unfair means during the house examination will be given
severe punishment. She/he may even be expelled from the institute or disqualified from
appearing in the university examination. Similarly use of unfair means in final exams will
result in cancellation of exam.

RULES OF LIBRARY
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institute’s library remains open from 9:00 AM to 5:00PM during academic session except
Sundays/Holidays.
To get enrolled as a library member, student shall fill up and sign enrollment form.
He/she shall get it recommended from the principal/Director of the institution.
The students shall be authorized to draw 03 books from the library at a time for one week
only.
All the books on loan shall be returned on or before the due date otherwise an overdue
charge will be levied as: a) Rs.5/-per day for the first week b).Rs.10/-for the remaining
period.
A student, who loses, defaces or otherwise damages a book, shall have to replace the
same with its new edition.
Student shall not take away any material from Library including Books, Newspaper or
Periodicals nor will cut any portion thereof.

CODE OF CONDUCT
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

No student is allowed to paste, exhibit, prepare or distribute any poster, leaflet, notice,
pamphlet or handbill in the College premises without prior permission from the Principal.
Any student aggrieved by any happening in the College shall lodge a complaint with the
Principal and not with any outside authority unless the Principal permits him/her to do so.
Use of mobile phones and cameras are strictly prohibited in the College premises and
during College Functions. Mobiles and Cameras confiscated shall only be returned if
disciplinary committee permits.
Smoking in the College premises is strictly prohibited.
College authorities can revise the dues without any prior notice. This revision will be
applicable to all students enrolled at that time or in future.
Any political or immoral activity is strictly prohibited in or around the College premises.
Students must keep the College Identity Card during their stay in the College premises
and during College functions.
The College is not responsible for any loss/damage regarding the students’ belongings.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
•

•

The College students, while parking their bikes/motor cars, are required to put proper
lock on them. College administration shall not be responsible for any loss on this account,
whatsoever.
If a student defaults in submission of College dues for a period of one month, his/her
name will be struck off from the College Rolls.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
The St. Soldier Group has a zero tolerance policy towards ragging-related matters. Ragging of
students in any form is strictly prohibited within and outside the campus or in hostel. All issues
in this regard will be dealt with utmost urgency and stringent action will be taken against those
who are involved. Ragging in all its forms is totally banned in this institution including in its
departments, constituent units, all its premises (academic, residential, sports, cafeteria and the
like) whether located within the campus or outside and in all means of transportation of students
whether public or private. The institution shall take strict action. An offence of Ragging may be
charged either on a written complaint by the affected or on independent finding of the AntiRagging Squad.
Ragging constitutes one or more of any of the following acts as per the AICTE / UGC act:
• Any conduct by any student or students whether by words spoken or written or by an act
which has the effect of teasing, treating or handling with rudeness a fresher or any other
student;
• Indulging in rowdy or undisciplined activities by any student or students which causes or
is likely to cause annoyance, hardship, physical or psychological harm or to raise fear or
apprehension thereof in any fresher or any other student;
• Asking any student to do any act which such student will not in the ordinary course do
and which has the effect of causing or generating a sense of shame or torment or
embarrassment so as to adversely affect the physique or psyche of such fresher or any
other student;Any act by a senior student that prevents, disrupts or disturbs the regular
academic activity of any other student or a fresher;
• Any act of physical abuse including all variants of it: sexual abuse, homosexual assaults,
stripping, forcing obscene and lewd acts, gestures, causing bodily harm or any other
danger to health or person;
• Any act or abuse by spoken words, emails, posts, public insults which would also include
deriving perverted pleasure, vicarious or sadistic thrill from actively or passively
participating in the discomfiture to fresher or any other student;
• Any act that affects the mental health and self-confidence of a fresher or any other
student with or without an intent to derive a sadistic pleasure or showing off power,
authority or superiority by a student over any fresher or any other student.
Note: - All the students must acquaint themselves with all the above Rules and regulations and
follow them strictly. Those who are found guilty shall be liable to punishment in form of
expulsion.
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CAREER OPPURTUNITIES FOR
PHARMACIST
Pharmacists have several carrier opportunities in:
1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

Pharmaceutical Industry:
a. In drug production department.
b. In Quality Assurance/control department.
c. In Research and development department.
d. In Safety evaluation department.
e. In Marketingdepartment. etc.,
Pharmaceutical Research House-in Development of new Drugs :
a. As Medicinal Chemist.
b. As Pharmacologist.
c. As Toxicologist.
d. As Pharmacokinesticst.
e. As Pharmacist-group leader.
Hospital :
a. As Hospital Pharmacist
b. As Drug information specialist.
c. As Pharmacokinesticst.
d. As Clinical Pharmacist.
Pharmaceutical Academy :
a. As Pharmacy Teacher
Drug administration Department :
a. As Drug Inspector.
b. As Govt. Analyst.
c. As Drug Controller.
Pharmaceutical business :
a. As Wholesaler.
b. As Retailer

Plenty of opportunities are there for a Pharmacist both in India and
abroad. Apart from this, Pharmacy profession also offers a lot of
scope for self-employment.
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